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We read this discussion paper with great interest.
Understanding the mechanisms underlying motor be-
haviour after a brain lesion is critical to the develop-
ment of more focussed and effective interventions. Dr
Karnath has for some time been at the forefront of re-
search on perceptual disorders underlying the clinical
phenomenon called “contraversive pushing” that oc-
curs in some individuals after stroke and the develop-
ment of a standardised testing method that helps clarify
diagnosis [9].

Some individuals early after stroke experience an al-
tered perception of the body’s orientation in space, and
they express a feeling of certainty that their body is ori-
ented upright when it is in fact tilted about 18◦ toward
the paretic side [9]. The pushing behaviour observed
by physiotherapists appears secondary to this impair-
ment. Interestingly, reports available suggest that the
incidence of pushing behaviour appears to be variable,
with incidence ranging as low as 10% [10]. This may
be due in part to differences in testing procedure. How-
ever, our own observations and clinical sessions with
physiotherapists in several countries, suggest to us an-
other possible explanation, that the behavioural devel-
opment may be a natural adaptive response to rehabil-
itation methods that have the potential to increase the
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fear of falling and provoke a defensive pushing. For
example, attempts by the therapist to move the patient
into an upright position passively are resisted strongly
as externally imposed movement to the non-paretic side
is perceived as a major threat to balance and engenders
considerable fear.

It is the patient’s resistance to being moved passively
by the therapist that some therapists have termed ‘push-
ing’ [5]. The problem to be remedied therefore is the in-
dividual’s misperception of what constitutes an upright
position. In an earlier paper Karnath and colleagues [8]
suggested an intervention plan directed specifically at
this problem, based on the findings of their research
into underlying mechanisms.

We have a few suggestions to add this discussion. We
have noted previously that when an individual demon-
strates difficulty sitting erect, falls to the paretic side,
and is fearful of falling, pushing behaviour is less ev-
ident under certain training conditions. These include
early and active training that is task-oriented and takes
into account both the impairment in perception of body
alignment in space and the fear of falling [1,2]. We
proposed that initially the patient could practise reach-
ing for an object toward the paretic side which pro-
vides a means of actively controlling movement of the
body mass to the side to which the person leans or
falls, but without evoking fear. Active movement to
the paretic side and moving back up into sitting are
practised repetitively. Throughout training the person
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is encouraged to understand the mismatch between the
true visual vertical and their own incorrect sense of the
body’s relation to gravity.

The patient learns to move the body mass over the
base of support in the context of functional actions;
that is, attention is paid to the object to be reached and
where it is in space rather than to the body movement
itself. If the arm is paralysed the therapist supports it
but movement of the body mass laterally and back to
sitting is performed actively by the patient. Emphasis is
placed on the patient using the foot of the paretic leg for
support, balance and to propel the body mass back into
sitting. As proposed by Karnath and colleagues [8],
the patient is encouraged to attend to critical visual
cues such as vertical objects in the immediate environ-
ment (eg bed leg, door frame). The attentional strategy
may help the person ‘intellectualise’ the situation and
to concentrate on over-riding the mismatch between
the subjective (but incorrect) perception of position in
space and visual reality. This emphasis on active train-
ing fits within our current understanding of the need
for patients after stroke to undergo active, task-oriented
training and exercise, and is based on an understanding
of the impairments and of biomechanical and motor
control mechanisms.

The perceived likelihood of falling and therefore fear
are increased if the patient is sitting on an elevated bed
and the feet are not in contact with a stable support
surface. Sitting with feet unsupported makes it more
difficult to balance than with feet on the floor. Chari
and Kirby’s findings illustrate this, showing that young
able-bodied subjects were significantly handicapped in
their ability to reach in sitting when the feet were un-
supported [3]. Biomechanical data have made it clear
that the lower limbs play a critical role in supporting,
shifting and balancing the body mass in sitting [4,6,7].
For example, shifting body weight laterally is brought
about in part by pressure downward through the feet [7].

Sitting with feet unsupported therefore makes it dif-
ficult for the person to regain a sense of balance and
move to an upright position as it increases instability
and prevents the critical contribution of vertical force
through the feet. Figure 3 in the Discussion Paper il-
lustrates this point. Contrary to the caption, the person
in the photograph has not shifted her body mass to the
right. She is reaching toward the right but her body
weight remains supported on the thigh and arm of the
paretic side.

There is a related issue. Rather than focussing on
teaching ‘transfers’, training of standing up and sit-
ting down should also be started very early since inde-

pendent sit-to-stand is essential for independence and
loading the paretic leg in standing and walking. Prac-
tice of standing up and sitting down is made easier by
raising the seat height. This reduces the muscle force
required [11] and the horizontal distance to be moved.
Similarly, treadmill training with partial body weight
support enables practice of weight-bearing through the
paretic limb.

In conclusion, drawing the patient’s attention to
vertically-oriented visual cues, as described in the Dis-
cussion paper, is a rational strategy for helping the per-
son understand the mismatch between their ‘feeling’
of where they are in space and reality. Concentrating
on the non-paretic limbs as substitutes is probably not,
and may reinforce learned non-use of the paretic limbs.
Aligning and balancing the body mass in sitting re-
quires controlled and activity-specific muscle activity
of both limbs and trunk with emphasis on loading the
lower limbs. The patient’s impairments include mus-
cle weakness and paralysis of the lower limb, predomi-
nantly those muscles that cross hips, knees and ankles.
Our current scientific understanding supports the use
in clinical practice of exercise and training directed to-
ward motor and perceptual impairments with a focus
on training motor control in functional actions, strength
training, and training to pay attention to appropriate
visual and environmental cues.

If pushing behaviour develops as a secondary phe-
nomenon, there is a strong possibility that it arises and
is augmented by the patient’s early experiences of pas-
sive corrections and external support by the therapist,
with no training to re-establish a sense of balance and
the ability to orient appropriately to gravity. Procedures
that make the patient fearful of moving and of being
forced off balance should be discontinued and replaced
by methods more congruent with modern scientific un-
derstanding.
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